
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 

HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – SEPTMBER & OCTOBER 2019 

**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 

DURING SEPTMBER & OCTOBER 2019 

 
 

1. Brief of the Accident (Averted Collision): On 02.09.2019 at RGPM yard of SC division, Train 

no. NZB Goods arrived GL2 at 18.40 hrs with working loco no. 24683. Dsl multi was attached at 

rear and train left at 23.00 hrs leaving incoming traction loco 24683 at GL2 near starter. At 00.40 

hrs, DY.SS/RGPM tried to admit train no. BOBR from RDM side on GL2 since he forgot about 

occupation of track by LE.. He got the Axle Counter reset through pointsman by operation of 

reset button on plunger box and gave signals. LP of train no. BOBR after passing the point 

observed LE on the same line and stopped the train. 

Cause of the accident: Resetting of GL2 axle counter without ensuring vacancy of the GL2 line 

by Dy.SS/RGPM.. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri. N.Shivaji, Dy.SS.RGPM 

Secondary: Sri. Vibhuti Kumar, PM‟A‟ 

 

2. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 02.09.2019 at 12.30 hrs at VTPS sdg/KI of BZA division, 

while tippling the wagon No. ER BOXN M1 100201 14640 after completion of unloading while 

bringing back the wagon to the track the slipped and all wheels derailed. 

Cause of the accident: sudden slip of wagon on the tippler. Non availability of rubber pads on 

the side beam and also too arm clamp are the main cause. 

Responsibility:  

Primary; NTTPS authorities 

Matters brought to light: Derailment occurred at 12.30 hrs and ART requested at 17.15 hrs. 

 

3. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 09.09.2019 RUSG siding/BDCR of SC division, Train 

No. GDR36, BOBR empty, while moving from line 2 to line 1 via cross over point for placement 

13th wagon from train engine ECOR 73121731462 front trolley front axle both wheels got 

derailed at 14.40 hrs at km NO.8/34-35 in RUSG siding. After getting track fit certificate at 17.30 

hrs, while pushing second portion to attach with first portion again second wagon ER 

72029361462 of second portion front trolley both axles got derailed at the same location and at 

the same point of drop. 

Cause of the accident: due to deformation of track parameters because of the following 

reasons 

1. Ballast deficient at derailment spot to be supply by siding authorities to made good deficient 

locations. 

2. Side drainage to be built by siding authorities to prevent water stagnation below track so that 

no slurry is forms. Present condition without drain it is impossiboe to maintain track in rainy 

season by PWI/”Rlys. 

3. Residual coal cleaning from track is to be ensured. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: SSE/P.WAY/BDCR 



4. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 12.09.2019 at  BKL station of SC division, Down Tower 

Car (SC/4954) derailed while receiving on common loop line by all wheels in between B & A end 

of point no.15(connecting point of Up Main line & Common loop line) at KM 511/29.Tower Car 

passed home signal at 0724 hrs, put back home signal knob, route cleared Pt 20 and  Point 18 

reverse indication and free indication available, operated Pt. no.20 set to normal, Pt 18 operated 

without ensuring the arrival of the tower wagon. 

Cause of the accident: Non detection of tower car by track circuit due to rusty rails and failure 

of on duty Dy.SS in not following the prescribed procedure. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: 

1. Deficient track circuit design: Because even if its rusty rail in one track circuits portion then 

also full route release should not happened. At BKL in absence of 19T track circuit, S-30, 

ASR relay is getting picked up while Dn M/L is occupied and resulting into route release for 

DKJ end emergency crossover. 

2. SSE/Signal Sri Anil Gauda for not detecting deficient track circuits 

3. Dy.SS/BKL, Sri. G. Balaswamy for violating S.R.3.36.2(Reversing the point before ensuring 

complete arrival of train on common loop) 

 

5. Brief of the Accident (smoke in train): On 16.09.19 at BDCR station of SC division, Train 

No.17025 MUGR – SC Exp. with Loco 30439/WAP-7/LGD, while rolling into PF-1 of BDCR 

station, staff and passengers noticed smoke and spark emitting from A1 coach. They informed 

Dy.SS/BDCR. He sent Pointsman with fire extinguishers and also summoned fire brigade. The 

AC Mechanic and the pointsman used fire extinguishers and put off the smoke. There were no 

causalities and injuries. 

Cause of the accident: overheating of emergency through feeding cable. 

Responsibility: 

Primary:  

1. Sri. K. Gurucharanam, AC Tech.II/SC  

2. Sri. D.D.Arun kumar, SSE/AC/SC 

3. Sri. V.S.R. Naidu, SSE/AC/SC 

4. Sri. S. Mansoor Khadri, JE/AC/SC 

Matters brought to light: NIL 

1. There are 20 numbers of under slung type Ac coaches available in the system which are 

very old and the spares are not available. Hence, the maintenance of coaches has become 

difficult. They have to be grounded fully replacing them with new coaches.. 

2. There are  no spare AC coaches. As such, the supervisor was compelled to offer the coach 

for service in a compromised condition. 

3. The Train No. 17025/26 is a slow moving train with lot of stabling time throughout the day. 

The primary maintenance is take up once in two trips. During the idling period, the train is 

stabled at MLY. Even at MUGR, the train is stabled on the line where charging 

arrangements are not available. Hence, proper battery charging is not being ensured which 

lead to total discharge of batteries. 

 

6. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 28.09.2019 at KTPS siding/Gajulagudem station of SC 

division, BOXN load given placement at KTPS VII stage 7th line at 01.30 hrs. After unloading the 

coal at wagon tippler, one wagon SE 10379960243 empty wh8ile placing on the track, suddenly 

dropped due to advance release of hydraulic cylinder top clamp by which both bogies of wagon 

got derailed and one Bogie separated from body. 



Cause of the accident: failure of Hydraulic top clamp of wagon tippler while lowering empty 

wagon for placing on track. 

Responsibility: KTPS authorities of stage VII.. 

 

7. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 03.10.2019 at KLU Jn station yard of GTL division, Train 

No.ICDW Container Goods with Loco No.12740/KJM (WDG-4) hrs, while coming from PMD end 

while rolling into Road-6 of KLU yard, 3rd and 4th vehicles from BV got derailed at 17.27 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: due to dealing of BLC wagons over multiple cross overs contributed 

with the track deficiences. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: SSE/Con/GTL (excessive thrust on rails coupled with excessive twist lead to 

derailment. 

Blameworthy: Construction unit is blameworhty for not organisaing the track and S&T works 

properly in kalluru yard. 

Matters brought to light:  

1. Executive Director/Traffic Trans (S)/Rly Board Vide his Lr.No. 2014/TT-lll/32/3, dtd. 21.12.17 

advised to keep the instructions issued vide Lr.No.2009/CE-II/Accident/Policy/ dated 

09.2.20t6 (wrongly mentioned as O9.O2.2O17) in abeyance without receipt of clarifications 

on the subject matter from Civil Engineering Directorate and RDSO, which is leading to 

violation of Safety. The letter issued by ED/Traffic Trans/RB dated 21.12.2017 is infringing 

with safety norms and hence the instructions contained in the letter is to be nullified by the 

Competent Authority. 

Based on the Railway Board letter dated 21.12.2017, CTM/G&PP/SC has issued a 

letter dated 01.08.2018 unilaterally down the line without consultation of CSO, PCME, 

PCOM and PCEE to review/modify the instructions issued in JPO No.01/2015-16 dated 

11.11.2016 since the subject matter is related to safety. Contradictory instructions violating 

safety have been issued without taking the cognizance of CSO and other concerned PHoDs. 

2. RDSO vide Lr.No.MW/Container, dt. 25.04.2019 while issuing provisional speed certificate 

for operation of 20.32t axle load single & double stacked dwarf container of 1930 mm height 

2600 mm vide on existing broad gauge low platform bogie container flat wagon type BLC (A 

car & B car) in empty and loaded conditions on lndian Railways has mentioned vide Para 

2.6.2 "Operation of broad gauge bogie container flat wagon type BLCs (A - car & B - car) 

wagon shall be avoided on crossovers, ladder type formations consisting of 2nd and 

subsequent loops in yards". 

3. This para 2.6.2 is being reiterated by RDSO right from 2005 onwards while issuing 

provisional certificates from time to time and latest being vide above letter, dt. 25.04.2019. 

Whereas, Railways are issuing contradictory instructions in dealing the above wagons in 

multiple crossovers. This needs to be addressed. 

4. As per ED/Civil.Engg(Plg)/RB/NDLS 1r.No.2009/CE-ll/Accident/Policy dated 09.02.2016 that 

Zonal Railways are advised to check the layout of yards in their territory and fix the routes for 

movements/stabling of BLC/BCLC wagons in such a way that negotiation of multiple 

crossovers leading to formation of reverse curves is avoided. This exercise may be 

completed for the newly commissioned yards. ln this present case, this exercise is not 

conducted. 

5. SSE/P.Way/Con/GTL has not ensured that the track parameters are within the limits 

prescribed in IRPWM. 

 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  



The instructions issued vide JPO No. 1/2015-16 dt. 11.11.16 at HQrs PHoD level (PCME, 

PCEE, PCOM, and PCE) are to be strictly followed and movement of Container Flat Wagons 

on 2nd and subsequent loops is to be avoided. Further, RDSO advised vide letter No. 

MW/Contr/BLC 25-S dated 18.03.19 to avoid receiving of BLCA & BLCB wagon formations 

on second & subsequent loop lines. 

 

Hence, CSO/SC may issue necessary instructions on the letter issued by ED/Traffic Tans 

(S)/Railway Board and CTM/SC's letter as the subject matter still warrants clarification from 

Civil Engineering Branch/Railway Board and ED/Track/RDSO/LKO 

8. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 04.10.2019 at BPA yard of SC division, while performing 

shunting to give placement of commercial rejected wagon(ER 24021910421 BOXNS) along with 

15 misc. Wagons while backing from shunting neck to CL-3 line 5th from loco wagon 

No.ER24021910421 BOXNS trailing trolley all 4 wheels got derailed and 4 th from loco wagon 

No. ECoR 22120930074 BOXN leading trolley all 4 wheels got derailed. 

Cause of the accident: residual coal inside the wagon 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Commercial department 

 

9. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 08.10.2019, between Bayyavaram – Narsingapalli 

stations of BZA division, at about 06.03 hrs Train No KI-14 with Loco 23306+23566 WAG5, with 

Coal Load of 59 BOXN + 1 BV, its 51st wagon from Train Engine, No.SE BOXN 10079860887 

trailing trolley trailing wheel got derailed after passing Rail breakage at KM 733/27-29 on bridge 

No. 680 and travelled a distance of one KM before stopping. LH wheel was inside track and RH 

wheel was outside of track. 

Cause of the accident: sudden failure of Rail and side frame of trolley. 

Responsibility 

Primary: NIL.  

Secondary:  

1. Sri. D. Nageswara Rao, SSE/P.way/AKP (subject to the CMT analysis report of fractured rail 

piece) – For having failed to identify the potential rail fracture. 

2. Sri. Tapan Kumar Kundu, JE/ROH/UDL/ER AKP (subject to the CMT analysis report of 

fractured rail piece)- for having failed to identify the metallurgical deficiencies in side frame 

during ROH attention. 

Blameworthy: Control organisation of KUR & WAT Divisions – Permitting the train with in valid 

BPC for loading at TLHR and for avoiding train examination by C&W  department after loading. 

Matters brought to light:  

1. Lot of goods trains are running with invalid BPCs which is unsafe and should be avoided. 

Allowing invalid rakes should be an exception, but not a routine practice. 

2. The system of running freight trai9ns with invalid BPC by giving TC order is gross violation 

which is endangering safety of train. It should be minimal. 

3. Availability of safety equipments with crew should invariably be ensured. 

 

10. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): At about 16.54 hrs on 09.10.2019, while dispatching 

Engineering Machines (04) from MQN to MBNR of HYB division, SM failed to ensure complete 

movement of all three sets of un-coupled track machines and normalised the Signal Knob and 

operated the Point No.7 knob thus causing two route at Point No..7A for rear moving BCM 



Machine 289 with front trolley towards main line and rear trolley entered into sand hump and got 

derailed. There is no casualty/injuries to any person. 

Cause of the accident: On duty SM failed to ensure complete movement of uncoupled 

machines and without observing the occupancy of loop line by third set of Track Machine, he 

normalised the signal Knob and operated point No.7 from reverse to normal.. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri. P.E.Prasanna Kumar, on duty SS/MQN 

Secondary: nil 

Blameworthy:  

1. Sri K.Narasingh, Station Master/MBNR  

2. Sri K.Peddi Raju, TI/KCG  

3. Sri K.Yadagiri,  SSE/P.Way/Spl.Works/MBNR 

4. Sri C.P.Singh Ravi, SSE/TM/BMO(BCM-289 operator) 

5. Sri S.M.Bhasha, SSE/TM/BMO(BCM-290 operator) 

6. Sri T.Dhananjay JE/TM/KZJ 

Matters brought to light: NIL 

1. Sri Govindarajulu,  SM/MQN was on duty from 7.00 hrs of 08/10/2019 to 08.00 hrs of 
09/10/2019, total 25 hrs without any relief. It is noted that Sri Govindarajulu,  SM/MQN was 
on duty for 25 hrs. and no relief was provided to him by TI/KCG. 

2. Sri Marm Pradeep, SCOR/HYB, Board-1, gave TN-01/92 “send engineering machines to 
MBNR” at 16.45hrs and but he failed to write in the train control office record book 
immediately since he stated that he was busy in the planning of trains but same was 
recorded later at 17.30hrs and then the next message TN-01/92 “please send ART as soon 
as ready at MQN” at 17.15 hrs. was made as TN-01/92(a) by him. Non standard TN number 
TN-01/92 (a) was recorded. 

3. Sri P. E. Prasanna Kumar , SS/MQN, took TN 01/92 from SCOR/HYB at 16.45hrs for one 
movement of 3 sets of Track Machines to clear into MBNR and he recorded this message in 
a rough paper. He stated that he forgot to record it in the control book at the station.  

4. The calculated speed, as per data logger track occupation/clearance, of the third set of 
machine i.e. BCM-289, driven by Sri C.P.Singh Ravi, SSE/TM/BMO, was around 20kmph, 
while the permitted speed is 10kmph on the Point & Crossing.  

 

11. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 19.10.2019 at at Surareddipalem IOCL siding of BZA 

division, while performing shunting with loco 27283 in IOCL/SDM sick siding, while detaching 

BTPN wagon no. WCR 40131242962 at IOC sick line siding 3rd wheel set of BZA end trolley 

wheel no 7 & 8 got displaced towards east side at 21.40 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: due to mounting of LH wheel on LH curve due to low free rail joinjt 

Responsibility 

Primary: IOCL authorities 

Matters brought to light:  

1. There is no maintenance record of track parameters available with IOCL and may be 

advised to maintain proper track parameter records in each individual line including points 

and crossings proforma as per IRPWM. 

2. Before any placement in the IOCL siding where the lines not used regularly to be certified by 

the IOCL authority duly inspection by SSE/P./way concerned. 

 

12. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 30.10.2019 at Gajulagudem station of SC division, 

Train no. Long-Haul goods consisting of BOXN and BOXNS wagons empty hauled by 

engine Nos 27343+27201, at 16.20 hrs, one wagon (7th in 2nd formation wagon No. 



SECR 24141630129) leading bogie leading wheels got derailed at crossover centre 

position while passing through loop line. 

Cause of the Accident:. The uneven load on right side of the wagon therefore could have 

resulted in offloading of the left side wheel and its subsequent derailment. 

Responsibility:  
Primary: NMVP Siding Authorities/PRLI for failing to unload the entire consignment of coal 

during unloading. 
Secondary: NIL 
Blameworthy: CSR/NMVP/PRLI- who has given release of rakes without confirming of 

complete unloading of coal in the wagons. 
Matters brought to light:  
a. Revised JPO for long haul trains (1 of 2016): 

1. Most of the staff are not aware about the REVISED JPO FOR LONG HAUL TRAINS (1 of 2016). 

2. As per Para no.5 of the JPO, concerned staff i.e. crew and guards, station staff should be imparted 

one day familiarization on running of long haul trains. As per interaction with staff during enquiry, it is 

observed that the same has not been complied. 

3. As per para 6.5 of JPO, small pocket booklets should be made available with staff dealing with long 

haul trains. The same are not available with staff. 

4. In the JPO, among BOXN group of wagons, only BOXNM1 wagons are mentioned for running of long 

haul trains. However, it is noticed that the derailed long haul train has composition of BOXN rake in 

the leading and BOXNS in the rear. 

5. Only diesel locos are mentioned in the JPO. 

 

b.  BOXNS TYPE OF WAGONS: 

1. BOXNS is a new type of wagon without doors and no drain facility and suitable only for unloading 

through tipplers for quick and rapid discharge. 

2. It is found that in all the wagons of BOXNS rake, which has derailed at GLE, residual coal was found. 

Because of lack of doors, and height of BOXNS wagons, it is difficult to check for availability of 

residual coal after unloading through tipplers in normal conditions and also at rake check/enroute 

points. 

3. Because of lack of drain facility and the wagons being open from top, the rain water is likely to get 

accumulated in the wagons and may also result in making the coal as wet and sticky subsequently.  

4. The committee of supervisors who have unloaded the derailed wagon at KTPS siding on 03.11.19 

have also submitted that the residual coal in the derailed wagon could be unloaded partially only after 

spraying of water and tippling the wagon for 5 times. And, even after that approximately 1 ton coal 

was left inside the wagon. 

C. Operating: 

1. Both the guards of leading (BOXN) formation and rear formation (BOXNS) have submitted during 

enquiry that in some of the trains BP pressure gauges are not working. The BP gauge of the leading 

formation (BOXN) of long haul train was also not in working condition. 

2. The guard of the rear formation (BOXNS) has put in very less service(1 year 5 months).  

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. As per Para 6.4 of JPO, the instructions of JPO should be published in next working time table. The 

same is not available in the current working time table(no.75). 

2. With more emphasis on transportation of more tonnage, more number of long haul trains are likely to 

be operated in future also.  As such, staff dealing with operation of long haul trains should be made 

well acquainted about the JPO and other instructions. 

3. The JPO issued in 2016 may need to be amended/ necessary correction slips issued to make it more 

current. 

4. Staff of experience (crew and guards) may be deputed for running of long haul trains, till they become 

part of regular operations.  

5. The compatibility of existing tipplers for unloading of BOXNS wagons may have to be examined. 



6. Ensuring of non-availability of residual coal at checking points could help in preventing derailments 

like these. It may be planned to check this aspect also, in the interest of safety. Further, facilities to 

enable checking inside of wagons to be made available at major unloading points and rake checking 

points Eg: FOB type structure/s, CCTVs etc so that it can be ensured that there is no residual material 

in wagons. 

7. It should be ensured that all equipment of trains should be functional, as in this case BP gauge was 

not functional in Brake-van of leading BOXN formation of the long haul rake.    

 

13. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 31.10.2019 at Manchiryal station of SC division, while 

detaching the diesel dead loco which is rear of the formation from BOBR formation, as per the 

instructions of shunting staff due to not opening of CBC coupling dead Diesel Loco  no. 70048 

rolled down towards RDM end and derailed at cut point no,. 35A at 09.00 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: Not ensuring proper BP pressure in dead locos before detaching from 

formation and back force of formation for uncoupling led to damage of wedges. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: 

1. Guard 

2. Accompany LP of dead loco 

3. Pointsman. 

 

During the safety audit inspection of Nizamabad station and NZB - KMC section of 

Hyderabad division on 24.10.2019 & 25.10.2019  the following irregularities are noticed: 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
OPERATING/ VDU PANEL CABIN 

 The Station Working Rules Appendix A says that LC Nos. 192 & 193 are due for 

carrying out census.  If the census is completed, correction slip to SWR may be 

issued. 

 LC No.3A Interlocked gate is located between NZB and ARMOOR. As per Point 

no. 32 of 4.1(Description of gate) of Appendix A, it is a temporary LC. What is the 

concept of temporary interlocked LC?. Under which provisions this temporary LC 

is provided? 

 Holding capacity of ART line and MRV line is given wrongly in the SWR. It 

should be corrected. 

 Length of the platform shall be updated in the SWR. 

 Sri B. Ravi Pointsman attended training at ATC from 19.8.19 to 03.09.19 for a 

period of 16 days, but not signed in the SWR assurance Register in the Part-C. 

 Two numbers of VDU Monitors provided in the cabin, while  one of  them has to 

work as standby. It was observed that only one monitor is being used for trains 

working. Although there is an instruction sticker pasted near the Monitors that 

“please change over from PC-I to PC-II and PC-II to PC-I vice versa daily two 

times”. These instructions are not followed by SMs. Only one VDU monitor is 

continuously used. This is due to inconvenient location of communication 

system. 

 Signal Failure register ( JKM-NZB-DHP) : 

 It was observed repeated failures of Block Instruments between    NZB-JKM & 

NZB-DHP took place. 



 It is reported that block telephone is not working from the day of 

commissioning except few days. It is observed that procedure to be followed 

to obtain line clear and despatch trains whenever block telephone is failed is 

not being followed by station masters. No entry in the S&T failure register. 

 There is a need to provide additional ASM in the panel cabin, in view of increased 

shunting operations, placement and clearance of inward loads apart from train 

passing duties in three directions, issuing of caution orders etc. 

 S&T Failure Register (ARMOOR side): Found 17 Block Instrument failures were 

recorded in the register from June‟19 till the date of inspection i.e, 24.10.2019. 

Majority of the failures occurred for more than 12 hours. During the above failures 

procedure as per Operating Branch-Head Quarters on 05.12.2007 & RB 

Lr.No.2005/Safety (A&R)/19/16 of date 16.10.2017 were not followed. Necessary 

instructions may please be reiterated once again to follow the guidelines 

scrupulously.     

 Shunting instructions in the form T/806 is not exempted in this station though 

Shunting Master and separate shunting staff are available. 

 Shunters reported that whenever Shunting master is not available, nobody is 

supervising the shunting. 

 It was informed that patrolling was not in force during monsoon period. 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
 Reference pillars & particulars display board are not provided for SEJ on road no.1 

at KM 460/40-42. 

 Joint Inspection of Points/NZB: 

 1st quarter inspection done on 01/02.05.2019 instead of January to 

March‟2019. 

 2nd quarter inspection done on 09.08.2019, instead of April-June. 

 From Joint Inspection of Track Circuit portion, missing GFN liners are not 

recouped from 09.08.19 till the date. 

 From Disconnection / Reconnection Register, it is noted that in Point No.33A packing 

attended on 02.08.2019 from 15.35hrs to 16.05hrs but it is noticed that track-fit 

issued at 16.30hrs. It seems that without issuing track-fit certificate by engineering 

staff, reconnection was given by S&T staff. 

 On Platform No.1, COP extension work is in progress. Contractor Supervisor Sri 

Hafiz Patel was available. He was not possessing competency certificate which is 

supposed to be issued by ADEN/NZB. “Work in progress‟ display board / barricade 

also not provided. No Railway competent person also was available at site for 

ensuring safety. 

 INSPECTION OF POINT No. 28B AT KM 460/4-5 AT SC END : 

The following deficiencies must be attended: 

o Chairs are badly corroded and rails are also corroded heavily. This indicates 

poor maintenance of point. This should be immediately attended. 

o Crushed rubber pads are to be replaced. 

o ERC greasing and painting of rails to be done.   



 Sleeper spacing to be adjusted and sleeper numbers are to be painted. 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T  Department:; 
 Para No. 17.0, Page No. 105 of SWR says that Railway auto phone and BSNL 

phone are to be provided to the SM as emergency means of communication.  

The BSNL phone has been removed and is not available.  The same has to be 

restored. 

 The BPAC towards ARMU station is having the provision of OFC/6 Quad.  

However, the 6 Quad is not in working condition since long time.  It is to be 

restored. 

 It is seen that list of Telecom Equipments to be kept in Accident Relief Trains 

(ARTs) has been issued by RDSO in 2003. Over the t   ime many equipments 

have become obsolete and new equipments need to be added, hence updated 

list needs to be issued. 

 During inspection, incoming calls to Satellite phone are not coming from Jio 

network, the same to be ensured. Incoming facility was checked with other 

networks and was working properly. 

 Onsite training to be organized for ELD‟s with M/s. Anuvidyut Engineering for 

proper utilisation of the equipment. 

 Communication medium connecting one data logger to another one and data 

logger to FEP is the most important component of the data logger system.  

Misbehaviour of communication medium in combination with the modem is the 

main reason for data non-availability in the test room.  It is advised to connect 

the data loggers with one another and to the central place by E1 Channels which 

are more stable and easily available compared to voice channels. 

 As advised earlier, reliability improvement measures given by Hqrs. may be 

planned during execution of new EI/PI & other works. 

 Sliding boom to be provided at all LC gates by December 2020 as per Railway 

Board‟s Policy. 

 Redundant BPAC to be provided for all BPAC sections by March 2021.  All future 

works shall be commissioned as per the latest Railway Board‟s policy. 

 As per Railway Board‟s revised PRIME Target, at least 75% stations cable 

tracing by cable route locator and provision of cable route marker along with 

updation of cable route plan to be done.  It is advised that during inspections it 

should be checked that staff is well versed with the knowledge of cable route 

tracing and sample inspection may be done to verify that cable route plan is 

matching with the site and cable route markers are available. 
4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
Inspection of crew lobby: 

 Average numbers of PRs given for crew was 3.4 per month against 4.0. 

 Round the clock Loco Pilot not available for SP-MRV. LP provided for 

08.00hrs to 17.00hrs. It is against Golden hour concept. 



 Abnormality reports for track and signal defect in CMS for the month is 89. Total 

89 cases were attended. Pending was nil. 

 Checked CUG personal usage register. LP/ALP were writing remarks. CUG 

phones used to contact PRC/Guard for longer duration. Loco pilot should make 

remark of actual time he spoke to PRC/Guard. 

 The following deficiencies were recorded in the Signal Flown Back Register in 

the crew lobby: 

 On 13.7.2019, LP Sri Surendra Kumar of Tr. No. 57601 has recorded a remark 

that the 1st loop starter signal has been flown back at DHP station.  The same 

was informed to S&T staff on 25.7.2019.   A delay of 12 days has taken place to 

communicate the same though signal staff are available in the same station i.e. 

NZB and no remarks have been passed as to how it was restored.   

 On 24.5.2019, LP Sri R. Appa Rao of Tr. No. 12793 has recorded a remark that 

LSS signal has been flown back in KMC-UPW section.  The remarks passed 

were that the advance starter signal has  been normalized by on-duty SM before 

the train passed the signal.  The Station Masters are to be counselled by Section 

TIs to avoid recurrence of the same.     

 In CMS, while signing “OFF” LPs mentioned the remarks which they  observed 

online. But in feedback column it is mentioned as “Informed to the 

concerned.” which is not correct. Rectification information should be sent 

concerned LPs CUG. As per G&SR 3.85 “Follow up action taken should be 

recorded within 24 hours which should be monitored by Divisional officers 

as well as Divisional safety officer. 
5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
C&W ACTIVITIES: 

 Store room for OEM is found to be inadequate for keeping cleaning agents, Tools, 

etc., It is advised to explore adequate place for store room. 

 It was observed that OEM staff are not having tools for Bio-toilet attention as per 

standard list. Advised to arrange bio-toilet tools immediately to ease attention to bio-

toilets during OEM and enroute attention. 

 Carriage watering facilities are provided to all three platforms (PF-1& 2 having 

150mm dia pipeline and PF-3 having 100mm dia pipeline). On PF 1 & 2 there are 

273 watering hydrants available out of which 170 are working and balance 103 

defective; Memo given to IOW on 22.10.2019 for attention. On PF-3 there are 194 

hydrants out of which 104 are in working condition and balance 90 are defective 

This should be attended at the earliest. 

 Seating arrangements are to be provided for C&W staff on either end for 

comfortable sitting near Rolling lights to attend rolling examination which is vital 

safety examination. 

 There are 09 trains for OEM maintenance, total of 100 coaches for other end 

maintenance(OEM) at NZB under C&W depot.. There are 49 out sourcing staff for 

maintenance of OEM trains. There are 11 vacancies in C&W staff one is of JE/C&W 

vacancy and other 10 vacancies of technicians. 



 In SSE/C&W office one panel was found not working, it was told that there was fault 

in the system and advised Firm to rectify the system. Waiting for firm response. 

ART/ARMV: 

 Distance bar between two jacks is found short with respect to coach width; 

 Oil leaking through seal in displacement jack No.2 while working on load; 

 ELECTRICAL: Electrical switch boards/Panels between ART and MRV were found 

without proper closing. On verification it was found that closing mechanism has 

become defective. Similarly wires were found with more joints. 

 Monthly inspection of Supervisors register, It was written as “NIL”  in  Remarks 

column from the past 3/4/2017 to 5/10/2019. Details of machines/jacks tested during 

inspection shall be mentioned specifically instead of „NIL‟ in the remarks column. 

 Division is not following the Nomination of one/standby overall in-charge officer and 

SSE for ART/ARMV as per CMPE/DSL/HQ Lr.No.TP.8/Disaster/Vol-VIII of dated 

26.08.19 & CSO/SC Lr.No.Safety.5/GM/SRM/Vol-II of dated 06.08.19. 

Subsequently, CMPE/DSL/HQ advised by Lr.No.TP.8/Disaster/Vol-VIII of dated 

10.10.19 that “As per SCR Accident Manual Chapter VI Para 621(c), depot officer 

where ART/ARMV/BG Crane is stabled is the controlling officer and he is 

responsible for overall maintenance of the equipment irrespective of the department. 

 The list of equipments & nominated staff list of the all department supervisors are 

not submitted to the ART overall in-charge. It is noticed that there is no co-ordination 

between concerned supervisors of the department in monthly joint supervisors 

inspection. 

 HRD device for cutting of window rods, sheets of 10mm thickness is available but 

for checking the same 10mm thickness iron sheets are not available. 

 ART/Mechanical staff are not wearing the helmets, shoes, gloves while conduction 

demo. It should be ensured by the concerned officers / supervisors. 

 Advised to assemble wheel towing equipment to check the knowledge of staff within 

prescribed time and found satisfactory. 

 ART/Eng: Released rails-52kg of 80 Nos loaded in a BFR, some of rails are having 

SKV/FB welds are available without end holes. The purpose to provide the rails for 

emergency restoration of track is defeated. All the released rails may be tested with 

USFD and provided with holes in the end portions. Same was pointed out by 

Dy.CSO/S&T in his inspection notes on 14.05.2019, but till date it has not attended. 

 WLL phone directory card is to be made available for use in emergencies. 

 The satellite phone was tested and it is not able to receive calls from Jio network.   

 In ART engg wagon Cylinders are due for refilling. 

ARMV/NZB: 

 Staff complaining regarding siren sound being feeble and unable to hear and 

suggested to increase the siren sound.     

 ALL Staff were found working without helmets. PCSO counseled them to 

compulsorily wear during working. 

*** 

 



 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

S.R.5.13.3. When shunting is required to be carried out for attaching or detaching 
coaches/slip coaches/saloons/dead engine on passenger carrying trains, the train 
engine/the banking engine/the shunting engine with or without the above vehicles shall 
first come to a halt 20 metres away from the train and there after perform the shunting 

carefully. 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 
 
S.R.5.14.1. At stations where separate shunting staff are employed, they shall attend to 
all shunting operations. At all other stations, shunting operations shall be supervised 

personally by the Guard of the train, under the orders of Station Master. 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering   
15.13. Inspection of Gauges, signals, tools and implements.–– 
(1) Each Inspector of Way or Works shall at least once in every month inspect the 
permanent way gauges, flags, signal lamps, detonators, tools and implements 
supplied to the gangs under clause (b) of Rule 15.12 and ascertain whether the 
above equipment is complete and in good order. 

(2) He shall also see that any defective or missing articles are replaced. 

ATTENTION …….. 
STATION MASTERS 

5.01. Responsibility of the Station Master for working.–– 

(3) The Station Master shall also be responsible to see that the working of 
the station is carried out in strict accordance with the rules and regulations 
for the time being in force. 
(4) No person other than the Station Master shall ask for or give Line Clear, 

or give authority to proceed. 


